Great hands-on activities that help to further explore the books!

Pairing a hands-on activity with a book after you read it is a great way for preschoolers to comprehend what happened in the story.

It provides an opportunity for you to discuss the lessons that the book is sharing with us, and helps children form a stronger memory of the story.

From art to color sorting to fine motor, the following are fun activities based on a popular picture book for you to experience along with your little ones!

We would love for you to share how you used these activities and any additional activities that you might have used to support the learning from your favorite children’s book.

Feel free to post ideas and pictures on our Facebook page at: www.Facebook.com/borninglearning
This is a great book about feelings and having fun at camp.

Creative Introduction to the book:
- Have your child take a picture walk. Ask them about camp and vacations during the summer. Introduce the concept of a sleepover camp.
- Talk about what they might learn about camp from the book.
- Talk about learning about Danny’s feelings from what he says and does while away at camp.

Questions while reading the book:
- How does Danny feel? (pg 15/Upset) (pg 26/Full) (pg 28/Tired)
- Why did Danny ask for his own ketchup?
- Is it normal to see a dino at camp?
- Why does the Dinosaur want to go to camp?
- How did the Dinosaur win the race?
- What happened after everyone got tired from the hike?

Research shows that having a conversation about the book, while reading the book, helps your child remember more about the story. Helping to develop strong comprehension skills at an early age is one of the best ways to ensure your are raising a successful reader.
Words within Words with

DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR

How many words can you create from Danny and the Dinosaur? Write your answers below—we have already suggested a few for you!

DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR

1. YEAR
2. USE
3. _______________________
4. _______________________
5. _______________________
6. _______________________

Visit www.icanread.com for more activities from your favorite books!
Rhyming with **DANNY AND THE DINOSAUR**

Danny loves to rhyme. Help him think of some rhymes for the words below!

1. **CAKE**
2. **CAMP**
3. **PLAY**
4. **RACE**
5. **BALL**
6. **FUN**

Visit www.icanread.com for more activities from your favorite books!
Danny and the Dinosaur's Mystery Word

Where does Danny take the dinosaur for the summer? To find out, cross out the letters that appear more than once! Then unscramble the remaining letters to find the mystery word!

Write the answer below!

Answer: Camp D